ERRATA SHEET

THURSDAY 8:30 am to 10:00 am
Session 009: Expertise in STEM & Medicine
*Paper cancelled:* “Citizen Science or Biosecurity Threat: Extending Dual use Governance to Amateur Biologists” by Catherine Jefferson

013 Session: Doing Multiplicity and Postcoloniality: I
*Paper cancelled:* “Some Clever Arrangements Involving Land, Property, and People: Cases from the Rural Cadastre in Poland” by Francis Harvey

021 Session: Expertise, Professionals, and the Environment: I
*Paper cancelled:* “Countering Sustainability Politicization through Adult Education” by Carol J Haddad

THURSDAY 10:30 am to 12:00 noon
032 Session: Governing Biomedicine and Health
*Paper cancelled:* “Cultural Competence in Working with Japanese Disaster Survivors” by Saho Uemura

044 Session: East Japan Disaster Session II: Media and the Transnational Circulation of Nuclear Politics and Fear
*Paper cancelled:* “Reactions to Fukushima in Finland, France and the UK – Rupture or Continuity in the Nuclear Techno-politics?” by Markku Lehtonen

THURSDAY Noon to 2:00
Session 049: Roundtable: The Next STS Handbook: An Open Discussion of Ideas
*Room Changed:* From Golden Ballroom to Pacific Salon Three

THURSDAY 2:00 pm to 3:30 pm
054 Session: Addressing Diseases
*Paper moved to session 260:* “Finding Out the High Risk Persons: Some Social Aspects of the Japanese National Chronic Disease Prevention Program” by Hiroshi Yamanaka

THURSDAY 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm
082 Session: Making Sense of Sound: Listening in Work and Everyday Life Practice: II
*Paper cancelled:* “Tuning and Attuning: On Modes of Listening at the Musical Workplace” by Andreas Georg Stascheit,

086 Session: Ontology, Embodied Knowledge & Assemblages
*Paper added:* “Science on Trial: The Omnibus Autism Proceedings and the Co-Production of Uncertainty” by Claire Decoteau & Kelly Underman

090. Environment & Postcolonial State
*Paper cancelled:* “Discussion of Interpretation Power of Scientific Discovery and Its Rent Seeking” by Yiming Wang

FRIDAY 8:30 am to 10:00 am
098 Session: Social Studies of Social Science I: Epistemic Boundaries & Competitions
*Paper added:* “Circulation, Reception and Adaption of Theories in Peripheral Spaces: Mapping Multiculturalism in the Fields of Social and Human Sciences in Latin America” by Sabina Garcia

FRIDAY 2:00 pm to 3:30 pm
141 Session: Reproductive Technologies
*Paper cancelled:* “Artificial Reproductive Technologies: (Re)Producing Heteronormativity” by Danielle Griffiths
New Session Chair: Ulrike Felt

154 Session: Media Technologies: Communication, Materiality and Society
Paper added: “Rethinking Repairs” by Steven Jackson

164 Session: Postphenomenological Research III: Postphenomenological Perspectives on Self-tracking
Paper cancelled: “Augmenting the Self through Quantified Self-tracking” by Ana Viseu

SATURDAY 8:30 am to 10:00 am

191 Session: The Spatial Turn in STS: I
Paper added: “Bypassing Bureaucracy – How two ENGOs Kick-Started the Largest REDD+ Contribution Worldwide” by Erlend Hermansen
Paper moved to session 233: “Social and Environmental Dimensions of Changing Water Management Regimes at the Salton Sea” by Alida Cantor
Paper cancelled: “Articulate Ecologies: Elephant Seals as Nonhuman ‘Oceanographers’” by Natalie Forssman

SATURDAY 10:30 am to 12:00 noon

212 Session: The Spatial Turn in STS: II
Paper added: “Life Materials: Towards a Media Theory of Synthetic Biology” by Kate Maddalena
Paper moved to session 233: “Beyond Medical Hegemony? Space, Place, Interprofessionalism and the Function of Rounds” by Elise Paradis, Myles Leslie, Scott Reeves & Simon Kitto

SATURDAY 2:00 pm to 3:30 pm

231 Session: Decoding Race, Class and Gender in Spaces of High-Tech
Paper cancelled: “On the Quantification of Mediated Sex and Romance: Vernacular Understandings of Social Calculations and Algorithms” by Bryce Renninger
Paper moved to session 98: “Circulation, Reception and Adaption of Theories in Peripheral Spaces: Mapping Multiculturalism in the Fields of Social and Human Sciences in Latin America” by Sabina Garcia

233 Session: The Spatial Turn in STS: III
Paper added: “Social and Environmental Dimensions of Changing Water Management Regimes at the Salton Sea” by Alida Cantor
Paper added: “Beyond Medical Hegemony? Space, Place, Interprofessionalism and the Function of Rounds” by Elise Paradis, Myles Leslie, Scott Reeves, & Simon Kitto
Paper moved to session 191: “Bypassing Bureaucracy – How two ENGOs Kick-Started the Largest REDD+ Contribution Worldwide” by Erlend Hermansen
Paper moved to session 233: “Life Materials: Towards a Media Theory of Synthetic Biology” by Kate Maddalena

SATURDAY 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm

250 Session: Technology: Use, Appropriation and Control
Paper cancelled: “New Development in Philosophy of Technology in China” by Jia Chen

258 Session: Social Justice, Sustainable Energy and Life Cycle Assessment

260 Session: Social Studies of Science: Health
Paper moved to session 086: “Science on Trial: The Omnibus Autism Proceedings and the Co-Production of Uncertainty” by Claire Decoteau & Kelly Underman